
COVID-19 Complicated by Venous 
Thromboembolism (VTE)
Latest VTE risk in COVID-19 is reported as 20% in the highly immobile  
ICU patients, with an underlying bleed risk also reported as significantly  
greater in these patients1.

The problem
A retrospective study of 138 critically ill COVID-19 patients has identified that severe  
hypoxemic respiratory failure from COVID-19 brings with it a high risk of venous  
thromboembolism (VTE) and a high bleed risk – and calls for more effective in-hospital  
VTE prevention strategies. 

The data shows that compared to non-critically ill patients, critically ill COVID-19 patients were  
significantly more immobile (p=<0.001) and had significant underlying bleed risks (p=<0.01, based  
on IMPROVE score). These DVT risk factors (based on PADUA score) contributed to a significantly  
greater DVT incidence rate in critically ill COVID-19 patient(p=<0.01). 

The solution
The geko™ device, recommended by NICE2 and cleared by the FDA, reduces VTE risk (blood  
clots) in patients where current interventions may be contraindicated, such as pharmacological  
prophylaxis due to bleed risk, or considered impractical or inaccessible, such as pneumatic  
compression devices in over-stretched critical care units and field hospitals.  

Easy to use, the geko™ is a battery powered, disposable, neuromuscular electro-stimulation  
device designed to increase blood flow in the deep veins of the leg. 

The geko™ device gently stimulates the common peroneal nerve activating the calf and  
foot muscle pumps resulting in increased blood flow, at rate equal to 60% of walking,  
without a patient having to move3.

• • Clinically proven DVT prevention

• • Do not have to sterilize after patient use

• • Patient friendly, no pumps or hoses

• • Easy to use and disposable

www.gekodevices.com
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